
Community

organizing 101

Tips & Tricks

This document will
outline how to organize
with your community
around a collective
cause originally
presented in SAF's
Community Organizing
101 Workshop.



What is community Organizing?

Community organizing is a
process. A process of...

reaching out
listening
connecting, and
motivating people to build
collective power

Bringing people together to take
action around common concerns

Community organizers generally
assume that social change involves
conflict and social struggle 

Organizing> Activism
organizing builds stronger
collective power and
potential
activism rooted in
individualism



What is community Organizing? Cont'd

Organizing is about relationships,
you need to know,

 the community you are
organizing with
what the community cares
about
what the community is/isn't
willing to do
how to get in touch with the
community

Focus on Action
for every issue, you hope to
raise awareness about in your
community, make sure to have
an action to contribute to the
cause such as,

sign a petition
donation
write to Mayor



Make it easy for people to engage

You get people to take action by
asking for it!

Make it easy for people to say
yes

ex. offer phone numbers
and scripts when asking
people to call their
representative about an
issue
Eliminate every barrier
possible 

Make your ask specific
this is part of making it
easy to say yes
Instead of "Can you help?"
say "Can you help
Thursday at 2 at the Fair?"



Make it easy for people to engage Cont'd

Ask for fewer things at a time, not
more

too many options for how
people can contribute can
overwhelm people - try to keep
it to 3 or less

Engage authentically with the
heart

emotion is more motivating
than facts and figures - tell a
story!

Follow up
People need a reminder to
follow through



how to get started

Community Assessment
understand the community's
needs and trends
helps you determine key issues
do your research about the
community
DON'T - approach your
community assessment with
assumptions

Outreach and Listen to People
conduct your own research
reach out to people and groups
to understand their pain points
around what you are
researching
this is a bottom-up approach
examples include:

door knocking
phone calls
attending events



how to get started Cont'd

Clarify your goals and co-create a
narrative

once you've identified issues
and the people willing to work
towards it, align your mission
and the corresponding goals
be specific
goals can be divided into 2
categories,

Internal objectives - which
are focused on your group
and people involved

ex. how to increase
the community base

External goals- focused on
the change that you're
looking to bring out

the goals help focus and
centre the community



how to get started Cont'd

Create a strategy and action plan
how are you going to achieve the
objectives? Some popular tactics
include

organizing marches or rallies
emailing and calling MP's
Holding press conferences or a
town hall
putting out ads and stories in
local newspapers and media
outlets

Typically you want to employ a
diversity of tactics (you'll appeal to
more people this way!)

Mobilize and build local leadership
try to delegate leadership roles
within the community



What is the root cause?
Who is present? Who isn't?
Is it sustainable?
Is it accessible?

Surveys
Phone calls
1 on 1 conversations
Community Consultations

Key mobilizing questions to ask

Tactics to employ

 
 

Tips from Community organizers

- Akira De Carlos, 
The Depot: Community Food Centre



Tips from Community organizers

- Emily Carson-Apstein, 
Divest Concordia Campaign

Public vs. private demands
Two-pronged approach 

popular education
negotiation

Create a narrative
Spectrum of allies

active allies > passive allies >
neutral > passive opponents >
active opponents
all are important!

Prepare for turnover
Form coalitions with clear roles
based on strengths and resources
Find stable funding
Pay folks to do the work!
Have fun!

Diversity of Tactics

Create sustainable movements!

 
 



bâtiment 7: A case study

CN land purchased by a condo
development company for $1
the company had plans to build a
casino despite the location being
in an integral part of the lower-
income Pointe St Charles
community

Local organizers made sure
everyone in the neighbourhood
and wider Montreal area knew
about the injustice

The Pointe St Charles community
identified an injustice

Organizers brought in the
stakeholders as a part of a broad
community mobilization

 



bâtiment 7: A case study cont'd

- Isabelle Monast-Landriault, 
Bâtiment 7

This outreach enabled the
community to implement tactics
such as

town halls
marches
non-violent acts of civil
disobedience

their demand was simple, 
"This building belongs to the
community!"
the demand was non-negotiable
which gave the community
leverage and made it easy for
neutral allies to agree

The community made one clear,
concrete demand

 



Good luck
organizing with

your community! 


